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ADA – Section 508 of the Rehab Act Explained 

What this means when editing the MCC website. 

Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. § 794d) requires the federal government to 
ensure that the electronic and information technology that it develops, procures, maintains, or uses is 
accessible to persons with disabilities. 

Section 508 applies to Federal departments and agencies. It does not apply to recipients of Federal funds, 
and does not regulate the private sector. However, states which receive Federal funds under the 
Technology Related Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988, are required by that Act to 
comply with Section 508. 

In general, an information technology system (website) is accessible to people with disabilities if it can 
be used in a variety of ways that do not depend on a single sense or ability.  

The Basics – These are the standards: 

• A text equivalent for every non-text element shall be provided (e.g., via "alt", "longdesc", or in
element content).

• Web pages shall be designed so that all information conveyed with color is also available
without color, for example from context or markup.

• Row and column headers shall be identified for data tables.
• Markup shall be used to associate data cells and header cells for data tables that have two or

more logical levels of row or column headers.
• When electronic forms are designed to be completed on-line, the form shall allow people using

assistive technology to access the information, field elements, and functionality required for
completion and submission of the form, including all directions and cues.

• When electronic forms are used, the form shall allow people using assistive technology to access
the information, field elements, and functionality required for completion and submission of the
form, including all directions and cues.

• A method shall be provided that permits users to skip repetitive navigation links.

Making your pages ADA Accessible 

The most important issue in using images is to make them ADA (Section 508) accessible to ANY visitor to 
the website. This is a Federal law and is not an option. This is a requirement. As a public institution we 
are legally responsible to be sure our content is equally accessible to all visitors.  Run all pages 
through the WAVE tool and correct any red flags: www.webaim.org 

http://www.ada.gov/508/index.html
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Here’s the basic idea for using images: 

Example 1: If the image is just to add color or a 
design element to the page, your ALT tag can be 
a simple “Trees by the water.”  Sometimes more 
information is needed to make the page 
accessible. 

  Example 2: It’s not just trees by the water if the 
visitor is supposed to relate or infer something 
from the trees by the water. 

If that is the case, your ALT tag needs to 
specifically state what information is important: 
“This invasive tree, commonly known as 
tamarisk, can grow from 6 to 26 feet tall.” 

You also need to remember that if a visitor needs to pay particular attention to the trees for another 
reason, you must specifically state that reason here. 
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Example 3:  In this case your ALT tag must be 
particularly clear: 

“The hardy tamarisk, which arrived from Asia, 
is crowding out native plants in many Western 
states. It chokes small streams and rivers and 
sucks up scarce water. And it's hard to get rid 
of it.” 

Lastly, if you want the visitor to click on the 
image to go to another page, download a form, 
view a pdf or anything other than enlarge the 

image, you must clearly state that to the visitor. 

A briefing on basic page layout: 

A blind or low-sighted visitor to the website may be using a screen reader to view our pages. Here’s the 
Wikipedia definition of screen reader:  

A screen reader is a software application that attempts to identify and interpret what is being 
displayed on the screen. This interpretation is then re-presented to the user with text-to-
speech, sound icons, or a Braille output device. Screen readers are a form of assistive technology 
(AT) potentially useful to people who are blind, visually impaired, illiterate or learning disabled, 
often in combination with other AT, such as screen magnifiers. 

When laying out your pages it’s good to remember a few important things: 

1. Screen readers and users of assistive technology (AT) generally use the arrow keys ↓← ↑ → and
the “tab” key to navigate a webpage.

2. If your page layout is in a horizontal format – the content is more easily “read” by an AT user.
3. If you include Headings and Subheadings to organize your content an AT user can easily “skip” to

relevant parts of the page by scanning the content – similar to what a sighted person does when
visiting a webpage.

4. Do not use tables for layout purposes. Use tables for correlated or relational data only and
include a “descr” tag which describes the table and how the data is to be read.

5. For more on layout and ADA readability: http://webaim.org/techniques/screenreader/

http://webaim.org/techniques/screenreader/
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What do we mean by Semantic Hierarchy? 

Good semantic HTML improves the accessibility of web documents. For example, when a screen reader 
or audio browser can correctly understand the structure of a page, it will not waste the visually impaired 
user's time by reading out repeated or irrelevant information when it has been marked up correctly. 

Proper use of titles, headings, subheadings, etc., is the key to making your webpages ADA accessible. 
HTML can distinguish clearly between a document’s hierarchical outline structure (Headline 1, Headline 
2, paragraph, list, and so on) and the visual presentation of the document (boldface, italics, font, type 
size, color, and so on). HTML markup is considered semantic when the use of titles, headings, subheading 
are used to convey meaning and content structure, not simply to make text look a certain way in a 
browser. 

Structural Markup to Provide Meaning 

Primarily, this means using heading tags, such as <h1>, <h2> and <h3>, to break pages into logical 
sections and subsections. There are a few simple rules to follow when using headings: 

• Every page should have an h1 heading. (In Drupal, this is already done for you – Page Title).
Without an h1 the user has no simple way to learn what the page is about

• Only one h1 tag is allowed per page.
The page can only be about 1 thing.

• Headings must be properly nested.
H1 is followed by H2 then H3. Don’t jump from H1 to H3.

Headings are for structure, not formatting 
Headings should be used to divide content into meaningful sections, not to format text. Rather, the 
headings (no matter what their styling looks like) should be used to designate content structure. 

If done correctly, your webpage layout will make sense to anyone using Assistive Technology. 

EXAMPLE: 

<h1>This is the most important headline</h1> 

<p>This is ordinary paragraph text within the body of the document, where
certain
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words and phrases may be <em>emphasized</em> to mark them as 
<strong>particularly important</strong>.</p> 

<h2>This is a headline of secondary importance to the headline above</h2> 

<p>Any time you list related things, the items should be marked up in the
form of a list:</p>
<ul>
<li>A list signals that a group of items are conceptually related to each
other</li>
<li>Lists may be ordered (numbered or alphabetic) or unordered (bulleted
items)</li>
<li>Lists may also be menus or lists of links for navigation </li>
<li>Cascading Style Sheets can make lists look many different ways</li>
</ul>

What about pdfs or other downloaded files? 

Using an Adobe .pdf file is common practice when you want someone to download a form or a syllabus. 
Remember there are certain things which make a pdf an accessible document – and without them you 
are violating the Section 508 law governing accessible content.  Here’s what Section 508 has to say: 

Understand What Makes a PDF Accessible: 

• Proper use of tags when creating the PDF.

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG-TECHS/pdf.html

• Creating the pdf in the “direct method” in the native application (Word, Excel, etc.)

Use the save as a pdf option.

• Not creating the pdf using the Print function and then selecting pdf.

• The PDF is a searchable text file (not an image-only scan).

• All form fields contained within the PDF are accessible (see the U.S. Access Board's resources for

more information).

• The document's structural elements are indicated by "tags" (similar to HTML tags). NOTE: Some

PDFs can be read by assistive technology even without tags.

• The document's reading order is clear and easy to follow.

• Descriptive or alt text is provided for all charts, tables, links, graphics, and non-text elements, etc.

• The file has navigational aids to guide users through the document.

https://www.section508.va.gov/support/tutorials/pdf/index.asp
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG-TECHS/pdf.html
http://www.access-board.gov/sec508/guide/1194.22.htm#(n)
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• The document's language (English, Spanish, Chinese, etc.) is specified.

• All fonts used within the document can be converted to text.

• The PDF file's security settings don't interfere with assistive technology.

If you have any questions about the accessibility of your pdf files; contact Disability Resources and 
Services or the Center for Teaching & Learning for a training session or review. 

If you need help or have some questions 

Call or email me and I can walk you through a solution or even login and fix it for you. We are continuing 
to develop updates and improvements to the editing tools as well as to the website in general.   

Nate Keen 480-461-7491 or nathaniel.keen@mesacc.edu | Institutional Advancement/ Marketing Web Services 

mailto:trisha.brazda@mesacc.edu
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